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Abstract — To consistently improve software quality management, greater automation and tighter integration of quality tools and measurements in the software engineering environment is essential. However, automation of software quality management faces numerous challenges such as project uniqueness, project dynamics, efficiency, and limited time and quality expenditures. In this paper, an approach is proposed that extends the Goal-Question-Metric technique and automates the monitoring of quality goals via a multi-agent system by using competitive bidding agent behavior for proactive vs. cooperative voting for reactive measures. The preliminary results show promise for systematically harmonizing (conflicting) quality attributes, goals, metrics, and countermeasures and for automating aspects of software quality management.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software quality management (SQM), which addresses qualities in the software product as well as its development processes, faces ongoing challenges. Essential difficulties inherent in software such as its invisibility, complexity, conformity, and changeability [4] make SQM more difficult than quality management in other disciplines. Progress is not objectively measurable, development is not deterministic, and frequent change and refinement occurs in processes, best practices, quality techniques, programming languages, development tools, available metrics, team collaboration, etc.

On the one hand, development processes are defined at a relatively high generic level, and software engineers are faced with a large set of expectations, for instance in order to meet specifications for the development process (e.g., CMMI (Capability Maturity Model Integration), ISO 15504, ISO 9001) and for the product (e.g., standards, requirements) within given project constraints. On the other hand, every software engineer is faced with low-level micro decisions about which activities or task sequences are performed when.

While both preventative and analytical quality measures are part of the standard SQM repertoire, to be effective their relevance, degree of usage, and temporal suitability must be considered. While preventative measures can reduce the number and cost of future failures, some combination with reactive measures is necessary for achieving quality. Determining the appropriate time for the appropriate person(s) to apply the appropriate technique to the appropriate artifact is a challenge, and cannot readily be determined and pre-planned far in advance due to lack of information and changing circumstances.

Additionally, these quality measures need to remain aligned to the various project-specific product-and-process quality goals throughout the development lifecycle. Considering just the quality attributes in software products, [19] studied 24 ATAM (Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method) evaluations and found a significantly varied distribution of quality attributes. When one considers various aspects influencing quality attributes such as project-specific quality distributions, stakeholder differences and preferences, developer (subconscious and temporal) prioritization (based on personality, experience, culture, stakeholder subset contact, miscommunication, etc.), forgetfulness, incomplete checklists, etc., then it is not surprising if a deviation exists between the actual and intended/expected effects of quality goals and measures.

Effective SQM decision-making requires effective and cost-efficient metrics that are retrieved, utilized, and aligned to goals. One well-known technique for this is Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) [1]. The model consists of a hierarchical structure that starts with a goal, refines it into several questions, each of which is then refined into metrics. In turn, these metrics are used for data collection, analysis of the answers to the questions, and then determination of goal achievement. The technique is typically applied manually and can be applied to the process as well as product level.

Based on GQM results and goal divergence, appropriate measures should be applied in a timely fashion in accordance with the analysis. Due to the dynamic nature of software projects, this process should be continuous and therefore automated in order to be effective and efficient.

In the face of these challenges, this paper presents an automated approach that extends GQM and continually monitors quality goals via a multi-agent system (MAS). The system provides measure selection guidance for code quality measures to developers on-the-fly in their software engineering environment (SEE). Thus, the quality of the product is not only continuously measured (e.g., via static analysis), but also constantly addressed via measures relating to detected problems.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the solution approach. Section III concretizes the concept and goes into implementation details, followed in Section IV by an evaluation. Section V describes related work, which is then followed by a conclusion.
II. SOLUTION APPROACH

The Context-aware Software Engineering Environment Event-driven framework (CoSEEEK) [17], which provides the infrastructure for the solution, will now be discussed. The conceptual architecture is shown in Figure 1.
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**SE Tools** is a placeholder for heterogeneous development and testing tools. **Event Extraction** consists primarily of event sensors and data collection for SE tools. **XML Space** provides event and data storage in a loosely coupled fashion via an XML-based tuple space implementation. **Event Processing** applies complex event processing (CEP) and any contextual annotation to events. **Process Management** is a workflow engine aware of and responsible for SE process conformance of activities and supports adaptive task management and guidance to developers via their IDE (Integrated Development Environment). **Rules Processing** consists of a rule engine that analyzes static analysis reports, metrics, etc. and triggers events as necessary. The **AGQM** (Automated GQM) module provides a MAS with behavior whereby agents support an extended and automated GQM.

A. GQM Extensions

Two main requirements have to be satisfied to facilitate automatic support for GQM execution. Firstly, a GQM plan must exist that defines the relations between goals, questions, and metrics. Secondly, the metrics have to be integrated in the SEE, enabling the automatic extraction of metrics and thus the automatic receipt of possible deviation information.

Some extensions to the GQM technique were necessary to support automation. Different abstractions of key performance indicators (KPIs) were introduced to enable automatic calculation of goal deviations. Metrics are encapsulated in KPIs to enable consolidation and simplified deviation calculation. Since multiple metrics may be utilized for a single question in GQM, a QKPI (Question KPI) was created for consolidation at the question level. Similarly for goals, multiple questions may apply to a single goal, thus a GKPI (Goal KPI) is used for goal deviation calculations. Formulas for each of the KPIs specify how metrics are combined. To support automated multiple goal attainment, each defined goal was assigned one agent responsible for monitoring and fulfillment of that goal.

![AGQM data structure](image)

Figure 2 shows the relation between the different conceptual elements. In the implementation, the GQM plan containing these relations is defined in XML.

B. AGQM Inputs

Reports are generated by static analysis tools such as PMD and imported into CoSEEEK. This generation can be triggered manually by developers or as part of an automatic build process. Via the sensors and the event architecture, these external tools are integrated into CoSEEEK so that the reports are available to all modules. The reports also contain metric violations that are processed by CoSEEEK’s Rules Processing module, producing unified reports abstracted from the concrete tools and containing proposed concrete measures attributed to metric violations. The measures are not ordered or sorted according to importance or urgency and thus not yet arranged for automatic selection. These reports furnish the input for the AGQM module.

C. AGQM Process

At the beginning of a project, phase, or iteration, a quality manager assigns a point weighting to each goal (implying its importance) and chooses a bidding strategy for the agent managing that goal. The points are used by agents for negotiating proposed measures. The AGQM process invokes a proactive as well as reactive selection mechanism that results in a measure proposal.

Quality goals can be conflicting, and determining the appropriate balance is project-specific. Thus, a competitive bidding process among agents was chosen for proactive measures, whereas a cooperative voting process was chosen for reactive measures. The competitive bidding allows agents with greater importance to definitively have opportunities to support their goal with measures, in contrast to voting where agent majorities might win. That way a group of lower
priority goal agents does not hinder a higher priority goal from asserting influence. The strategies enable agents to win opportunities earlier or later in an iteration cycle.

The reactive voting process is cooperative since a potentially large number of concrete reactive measures based on metric violations are possible for a limited number of quality opportunity slots (Q-slots), and those measures that will have the greatest overall quality impact are favored. The agents cooperatively vote on the measures from the reports received. Via the structure shown in Figure 2, each agent determines for each measure if a measure belongs to a metric that is related to the agent’s goal. An agent’s points are then distributed (currently uniformly) across all measures associated to its goal.

The proactive section utilizes the violations in the reports for the calculation of the different KPIs, QKPIs, and GKPIs. If there are deviations at the goal level, measures attributed to that goal are ‘activated’, meaning they are used by the agents in the proactive section. Each agent bids for a unique set of proactive measures and the highest bid wins, elevating that measure to a proposal. In this process, not just the number of distributed points differentiates between the goals, but also the strategy chosen by the agents. The strategies influence how an agent increases or decreases its bids after winning or losing for the next bidding process. Choosing a defensive strategy for an agent will increase the likelihood that a proposal of its associated measures will occur in later phases of the iteration. This behavior occurs because in early sessions the agents with more aggressive strategies will place much higher bids. The defensive agent can then place the winning bid later when the aggressive agents run out of points.

The event trigger for execution of the AQGM process is defined by the availability of a Q-slot. At this point, a software engineer has an opportunity for the execution of a quality measure. Note that the detection of these Q-slots, human interactions, and the integration of the activities in the software engineer’s concrete workflow are out-of-scope for this paper. When a Q-slot occurs, it has to be determined if a proactive or a reactive measure should be proposed. This can be configured by defining a proactive-to-reactive ratio. If no metrics are yet present and reactive measures are unavailable, then no question or goal deviation is detectable since there is no basis for their calculation. In this case, one of the pre-defined proactive measures is selected. Section IV will evaluate a concrete scenario utilizing this approach.

III. AGQM

This section describes the technical realization of the different components and details the internal structure of the AGQM module.

The communication of the different modules via events is implemented utilizing an XML implementation of the tuple space paradigm [8] with the eXist XML database [15] for event storage. Communication with the space was realized via web services using Apache CXF. For event extraction from various tools such as PMD, the Hackystat framework [9] was chosen. Esper was used for complex event processing. The Rules Processing module was implemented with the eXist XML database [15] for implemented utilizing an XML implementation of the tuple space paradigm [8]. The AGQM module, which is the focus of this paper, was implemented via the FIPA-compliant [18] Jade Framework [2]. The configuration for GQM and agents as well as measure/violation lists are XML-based.

The agent structure is defined as depicted in Figure 3. The AGQM agent is responsible for the management of the agent module. It instantiates the other agents and determines if a reactive or a proactive measure will be proposed. For each defined goal, one goal agent is instantiated. In the proactive section, the goal agents communicate with the session agent to realize the bidding process. The session agent takes the role of the “buyer” and thus selects the proactive measure from the goal agent with the highest bid. Each goal agent places bids according to its strategy. For the initial implementation, basic strategies were used. The three strategies ‘offensive’, ‘balanced’, and ‘defensive’ influence the starting bid of the agents as well as win-or-lose adaptation based on the last session. The strategy pattern allows these algorithms to vary. If insufficient points are left for the intended bid, the agent bids the rest of its points. If an agent has no points left, it cannot place bids anymore until all agents have no points left, whereupon all points are reset to their initial value. Each agent has a list of proactive measures it could offer, which is pre-filtered to contain only measures whose attributed GKPIs are violated. Thus, goals that are known to be at risk are elevated to participation status in the bidding. If no report containing GKPI violations was received, the list contains all proactive measures attributed to a goal.

The reactive section is realized via the vote agent. Each time a report is received, the vote agent creates a weighted list of reactive measures using the report. To elicit the weight of each measure, the vote agent communicates with the goal agents. For each measure, a goal agent evaluates if that measure is attributed to its goal via the aforementioned connection of measures, metrics, KPIs, and goals. In each voting process, a goal agent distributes all of its assigned points (initially allocated at the beginning of the iteration) uniformly across all measures in the current report that are attributed to its goal. If multiple agents vote on one measure, the points are aggregated. If no report was yet received, the voting process cannot be conducted. In that case, a proactive measure is substituted.

Figure 3. Agent Structure
IV. Evaluation

Two types of evaluations of the approach were conducted. A concrete scenario was created in a lab environment to analyze the suitability of the results. To determine any technical limitations, performance and scalability were measured. The test configuration consisted of one computer with an Intel Core i7 Q820 1.73 GHz processor and 6GB RAM. The software used was Windows 7 64-bit, the Java Runtime Environment 1.5.0_20, Apache CXF 2.2.4., eXist 1.2.6 (rev. 9165) and Jade 3.7. The tests were executed in a virtual machine (VMware Player 3.0.1 build-227600) assigned two processor cores and 4GB RAM.

A. Scenario

For clarity, all scenario parameters have been selected as follows. Four goals functionality, reliability, maintainability, and performance were defined, each with a set of questions, metrics, and measures. Table I shows the selected items for reliability (due to the size of the XML, only the relevant data is shown). The goal has two questions dealing with complexity and defect ratio. Complexity is then further split into the two KPIs: code complexity, having two associated metrics; and design complexity, having only one metric. For simplicity, defect ratio has only one question with only one KPI and metric. Furthermore, one measure is assigned to each metric. The other goals were handled correspondingly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot</th>
<th>Quality Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>M:P:Analyze reuse possibilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>M:P:Update architecture/design documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>M:P:Expand test coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>M:P:Analyze modularity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>M:P:Analyze reuse possibilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>M:R:Refactor code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>M:R:Refactor design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>M:R:Address use case coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>M:R:Implement error handling functionality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>M:R:Address acceptance testing coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>M:R:Perform code review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>M:R:Optimize throughput</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>M:P:Expand test coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>M:R:Optimize throughput</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>M:P:Expand test coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>M:R:Optimize memory usage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>M:R:Tune code/design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>M:R:Refactor for performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>M:R:Increase comment ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>M:P:Analyze bottlenecks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The scenario was designed to show that the agents select adequate measures for an iteration in a development project, in which the main emphasis is developing new functionality (i.e. that features exist) followed by reliability and maintainability that are weighted equally. The least important of the four main goals is performance. Note that the actual semantic meaning of the goals is a human matter - see Figure 2 for the system construct. Accordingly, the agent points and strategies were selected as depicted in TABLE II.

The iteration considered in the scenario is assumed to allow 20 Q-slots. The selection ratio between proactive and reactive measures was configured so that 70% of the proposed measures would be reactive. Initially no report containing metric violations is available. It is anticipated that after the third Q-slot such a report is received. Thus, the first three slots necessarily become substituted with proactive measures. Table III shows the proposed quality measures generated for a run across all 20 slots. Proactive measures are identified by the prefix “M:P:” and reactive measures by “M:R:”.

To determine the impact of the strategies in conjunction with the distribution of points in the proactive section, Table IV shows the agents bids for the slots, in which proactive measures were proposed. The numbers in parenthesis indicate the bid an agent would have placed according to its strategy when insufficient points were available.

The results in TABLE III. correlate with the expected temporal arrangement of the proposed measures, where
functionality measures should be favored and more probable towards the beginning of the iteration and performance measures toward the end of the iteration. Reliability and maintainability should be more probable somewhere in-between. The scenario is not detailed and broad enough to prove the applicability for the majority of SE real world use cases, yet it shows the potential of the approach towards automated GQM and SQM. Future work will include industrial trials of this approach with empirical results.

B. Performance Measurements

All performance measurements were conducted five times consecutively, taking the average of the last three measurements.

The latency for vote list creation varying the numbers of measures and goals is depicted in Table V. The results show that the number of measures has a greater impact on the latency versus increases in the number of goal agents, when measurement inaccuracies regarding the smaller values are disregarded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>50 Goals</th>
<th>100 Goals</th>
<th>500 Goals</th>
<th>1000 Goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 Goals</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Goals</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>815</td>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Goals</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>787</td>
<td>2090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 Goals</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>842</td>
<td>2453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 Goals</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>864</td>
<td>3003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A second measurement considered the measure proposal latency for a slot. It was assumed that for every goal exactly one proactive measure was defined, thus only the number of goals was of interest. All agents were given an offensive strategy and 100 points. For reactive measures the vote list was already created and sorted, from which only the first position is taken. The results are shown in Table VI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proactive</th>
<th>Reactive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 Goals</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Goals</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Goals</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 Goals</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 Goals</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reactive part shows the overhead of increasing agents for retrieving the top measure from the vote list. The proactive part remains constant for low goal numbers and then reaches an inflection point with a large number of goal agents. One possible explanation is extended bidding and thrashing with thread-based agents - this should be further investigated.

In summary, the performance of the current implementation appears sufficient for use in SEEs when the number of goals and measures used are within expected limitations. Performance could become an issue in large teams or projects, or when large numbers of reactive measures are triggered. One way to address this would be to tune the Rules Processing Module to limit the number of reactive measures for which voting takes place. As to goal scalability, a large number of goals and goal agents would also imply a high degree of configuration overhead for a quality manager, thus likely naturally limiting the number of goals. Should nevertheless a large number of goals be desirable, distributing the agents could be considered.

V. RELATED WORK

The combination of GQM with agents has been used for providing automated support for GQM plan creation [5][10][7] and for the computation of values for questions and goals [21][22]. In [7], a goal-driven use case method is utilized to elicit requirements. A set of agents assists the user in identifying goals and questions that are then used by another agent to obtain metrics. The collection of the measurement data and the creation of the measurement plan are then executed by two other agents. The ISMS (Intelligent Software Measurement System) [5][10] follows a similar approach using different groups of agents for user assistance and determination of different parts of the GQM plan. In [21][22], agents are used in the requirements process of the SW-CMM (Software Capability Maturity Model) model. The focus is the measurement and analysis of software processes using agents and fuzzy logic.

The approach in [11] aims for automated user assistance in GQM plan creation and execution but does not utilize agent technology. A tool was developed which allows the creation of GQM plans using predefined forms as well as the verification of the structural consistency of the plan and the reuse of its components. Furthermore, the tool supports data interpretation and analysis through aggregation of collected data. [12] is an extension of that approach, integrating GQM more tightly with a development process to support GQM plan creation by an explicit process model.

For better integration of the GQM technique into the project flow via automation, different approaches were considered. [14] aims at integrating measurement programs as well as data collection into explicit process models while [16] provides an object oriented-process model whose target is measurement. [3] proposes the usage of process models for the creation of GQM plans. The tool Prometheus [24] links executive plans with process models.

An approach that extends the GQM technique is presented in [6], which adds concepts such as entities, attributes, and units. cGQM [13] proposes the use of the Hackystat framework for GQM, applying continuous measurement with short feedback loops.

Other applications of agent technology include its utilization for automatic information retrieval [20], process monitoring [25], or collaboration support [23].

In contrast to the aforementioned approaches, CoSEEEEK’s AGQM process applies a combination of these techniques to live SEEs along with active SQM countermeasure proposals to developers. Agent technology is used differently in that the aim is neither user assistance in GQM plan creation nor assistance in interpretation of measurement results. It is rather the fully automatic monitoring of goal fulfillment and the automatic assignment of quality measures for different types of quality deviations.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The many challenges due to SE project uniqueness, dynamics, and limited quality budgets and opportunities necessitate greater automation and tighter integration of quality measurement techniques in SEEs. CoSEEEK’s AQGM process addresses this by automating and extending GQM for on-the-fly use in live SEEs, leading to more timely, suitable, and thus effective proactive and reactive quality measures.

Currently proactive and reactive quality countermeasures are usually not based on timely automated measurement data, nor are their relations to quality goals necessarily consciously apparent. The AQQM process systematically harmonizes quality attributes, goals, metrics, and countermeasures and supports the automation of aspects of SQM. By assigning goal-monitoring responsibility to agents, goals are not neglected and relevant measures are proposed in accordance with goal importance. The GQM technique provides the systematic basis while the extension with assigned measures enable these to be selected and assigned at temporally relevant points in SEEs based on causal data.

Future work will assess the effectiveness of the approach via case studies in industrial settings. Work is required to address the appropriate planning, determination, and placement of Q-slots in industrial settings. Incorporating effort estimation and available time and resource aspects, as well as assignment matching to user profiles (background, experience) will be considered. More complex agent strategies in addition to systematic detection of human expertise situations will also be researched.
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